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ʻI’m sure a lot of you play music – maybe in your 
spare time, just for fun. But even if you do play 
music you may not play it from notes.  Image: A 
sheet of music  I don´t but I do play an instrument 
– not very well – and certainly not from notes. I just 
never got the hang of it. But if you´re a trained musi-
cian or a composer, you might simply look at the 
notes and then hear the music inside your head.
 If you think about technical building plans 
you might say that they are the musical score of 
architecture. page 000 They too are an instruction. 
If you follow the instruction you´ll end up with a 
building. The bricklayers and the carpenters would 
be equivalent to the musicians. I, on the other hand, 
would be equivalent to the composer since I´m an 
architect. So when I look at these apparently flat 
plans, I literally see the three-dimensional spaces 
before my inner eyes. But I’ve come to understand 
that a lot of people outside of the building industry 
don’t fully read these drawings. It´s just like the 
notes – it takes practice and training!

 That’s why architects, including myself, 
do photo-realistic computer renderings, basically 
saying that if you decide to build the proposal, you 
should be able to go to the site and shoot a photo-
graph looking roughly like it when the building is 
done. page 000

 If we compare these computer visualiza-
tions with the finished buildings, I think it´s fair to 
say that the resemblance is pretty good. page 000 The 
computer renderings definitely serve a purpose. 
They show people what their building will look 
like, but they don’t say anything about why their 
building should look a certain way.
 To explain that to people Iʼve developed 
a new drawing typology based on visual language 
that people are familiar with from cartoons and 
comic books. page 000 The idea is that if you cannot 
explain an architectural concept on a single sheet 
of A4 paper, you are either saying too much or 
it is too complicated. And I´m sure that you´ve 
already figured out that the façade of this building 
is inspired by branches from trees. This makes a 
lot of sense because the building itself is an infor-
mation portal telling visitors about a very special 
part of the Danish nature. Obviously, we weren’t 
allowed to build architecture in nature, so we built 
nature into the architecture.
 Another example is an office building we 
did for a local tech company who are friends of 
ours. page 000 Since they work with data and software 
we figured it would be really fun to take the oldest 
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The Children’s 
Home of the Future 
   Pioneering project for an entirely new type 

of 24-hour care centre for marginalized 
children. The project takes the familiar 
basic shapes of the typical Danish home 
as its starting point: the classic pitched-
roof house and the dormer motif. By using 
the shapes in a new and playful way the 
design marks the house as an out of the 
ordinary place, which at the same time is 
recognized as a dwelling with a safe and 
homely environment. “Our House” is basi-
cally organized as four interconnected 
houses in order to reduce the building’s 
scale and to create self-contained, varied 
units for the diff erent groups of residents. 
The quartered shape is modifi ed by the 
distinctive dormer profi les, which grow 
into and out of the individual houses, are 
turned upside down and even rise to form 
an observation tower.
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 Caption 
inctotat ant quisqui 
blamet aut ut aper-
chiciam aut adisqui 
dolut aces dolor 
abo nempore dere 
pliquunte nonestiis 
ne apisita.
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 Caption inctotat ant quisqui blamet aut 
ut aperchiciam aut adisqui dolut aces dolor abo 
nempore dere pliquunte nonestiis ne apisita.
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 Caption inctotat ant quisqui blamet aut 
ut aperchiciam aut adisqui dolut aces dolor abo. 
Nempore dere pliquunte nonestiis ne apisita 
erchita adicias sitatum natia dusande idi volorpor 
aut lit aliciunt essit, conesti ossiti reperfernam.
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The Iceberg
The project consists of 208 apartments 
and is laid out as four L-shaped wings, 
where the street spaces in between open 
towards the water. In order to obtain 
optimal daylight conditions and views 
over the bay for as many apartments as 
possible the building volume is cut up by 
jagged lines. The roofs rise and fall into 
peaks and valleys, which create visual 
passages that allow views across the 
individual volumes – like fl oating icebergs 
that constantly refract one’s gaze. Thus, 
even the apartments in the back wing can 
enjoy the view. By applying this simple 
algorithm to the design the spectacular 
iceberg structure emerged.
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 Caption inctotat ant quisqui blamet aut ut 
aperchiciam aut adisqui dolut aces dolor abo. 
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 Caption inctotat ant quisqui blamet aut 
ut aperchiciam aut adisqui dolut aces dolor abo. 
Nempore dere pliquunte nonestiis ne apisita 
erchita adicias sitatum natia dusande idi volorpor 
aut lit aliciunt essit, conesti ossiti reperfernam.
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CHILDREN’S HOME  
OF THE FUTURE
Kerteminde, Denmark
Year: 2012 – 2014
Photo: CEBRA
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VÆKSTHUSET
Aarhus, Denmark
Year: 2008

HF & VUC FYN 
Odense, Denmark
Year: 2012 – 2014

THE ICEBERG
Aarhus, Denmark
Year: 2008 – 2013
Photo: CEBRA,  
Allan Toft

PALETTEN
Vonsild, Denmark
Year: 2009 – 2010
Photo: Thomas 
Mølvig, CEBRA

REBILDPORTEN
Rebild, Denmark
Year: 2012 – 2013
Photo: CEBRA

ELBEK & VEJRUP
Aarhus, Denmark
Year: 2009 – 2011
Photo: CEBRA
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